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Abstract
In this work, we design a generalized joint transmission coordinated multi-point (JT-CoMP)-non-
orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) model for a virtualized multi-infrastructure network. In this model,
all users can benefit from multiple joint transmissions of CoMP thanks to the multi-connectivity oppor-
tunity provided by wireless network virtualization (WNV). We propose an unlimited NOMA clustering
(UNC) scheme, where the order of NOMA clusters is the maximum possible value (called global NOMA
cluster). We show that UNC provides the maximum overall spectral efficiency in CoMP-NOMA with
maximum successful interference cancellation (SIC) complexity at users. To strike a balance between
spectral efficiency and SIC complexity, we propose a limited NOMA clustering (LNC), where the
SIC is performed to a subset of the global NOMA cluster sets. We formulate the problem of joint
power allocation and user association in UNC and LNC such that CoMP scheduling and NOMA
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2clustering are determined by the user association policy. Then, one globally and one locally optimal
solutions are proposed for each problem based on mixed-integer monotonic optimization and sequential
programming, respectively. Numerical assessments reveal that WNV and LNC improves users sum-rate
and reduces users SIC complexity up to 65% and 45% compared to non-virtualized CoMP-NOMA and
UNC, respectively.
Index Terms
Coordinated multi-point, NOMA, wireless network virtualization, global programming, monotonic
optimization, sequential programming, convex optimization.
I. INTRODUCTION
Among various existing coordinated multi-point (CoMP) techniques for mitigating inter-cell
interference (ICI) in multi-cell wireless networks, joint transmission CoMP (JT-CoMP) has
attracted significant attention. In JT-CoMP, multiple base stations (BSs) are allowed to sched-
ule/transmit the same message to a user over the same frequency band which facilitates ICI
management and empowers the received signals at users [1]–[3]. In this work, the term CoMP
is referred to JT-CoMP. By introducing the orthogonal multiple access (OMA) techniques on
CoMP, the overall interference caused by coordinated BSs (CoMP-BSs) could be eliminated
at the CoMP-user. However, due to the orthogonality of OMA, this technique restricts the
coordination opportunities in CoMP [4], [5]. In this line, power-domain non-orthogonal multiple
access (NOMA)1 has been introduced on CoMP, called CoMP-NOMA, where the resource blocks
are shared between users under the successive interference cancellation (SIC) technique which
improves both the spectral effectiveness and users connectivity [2]–[6].
In multi-infrastructure wireless networks operating in different protected frequency bands,
each user is restricted to be subscribed to only one infrastructure provider (InP) [7], [8]. This
1In this work, the term NOMA is referred to power-domain NOMA.
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3restriction degrades the users connectivity, specifically for those who are close to co-located BSs
belonging to different InPs. There has been numerous studies to design efficient methods for
sharing InPs resources by means of wireless network virtualization (WNV) [7]–[9]. In WNV,
InPs lease their scheduled resources to a number of virtual networks, also called mobile virtual
network operators (MVNOs). Each MVNO acts as a service provider for its subscribed users
based on the service level agreements (SLAs) between MVNOs and end-users [7]–[10]. In
virtualized multi-infrastructure networks, co-located BSs of different InPs form a virtual BS
(VBS). Hence, users with strict SLA could be connected to the nearby VBS to benefit from
the multi-connectivity opportunity2 provided by WNV improving the spectral/energy efficiency
[9]. Accordingly, WNV can be introduced on multi-infrastructure CoMP-NOMA systems, where
cell-center users could be connected to the nearby VBS saving more physical resources for the
cell-edge users. Besides, nearby VBSs can jointly transmit/schedule signals to the cell-edge users,
specifically ICI-prone users suffering from poor channel qualities providing better user fairness
and massive connectivity. However, virtualized CoMP-NOMA needs a centralized resource
management to fully utilize the benefits of WNV on multi-infrastructure CoMP-NOMA and fulfill
global constraints, e.g., user scheduling, which may be impractical due to the isolated resource
management between InPs. Software-defined networking (SDN) is the promising solution for
this issue enabling separation of the control plane from the data plane, centralized controlling
by means of connected switches and routers to all the network elements which improves the
network flexibility and scalability [9]. Despite the huge potential of software-defined virtualized
CoMP-NOMA (SV-CoMP-NOMA), resource management is not straightforward in this system,
due to the following challenges:
1) SIC Ordering: Generally, SIC ordering in CoMP-NOMA systems is not straightforward.
In CoMP-NOMA, each CoMP-user receives multiple signal powers from CoMP-BSs. In
2The term ’multi-connectivity’ refers to the association of a user to multiple InPs over orthogonal bands by applying WNV.
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4this line, CoMP-users with worse channel qualities may receive a higher power than the
non-CoMP-users with better channel qualities [2], [3]. To this end, based on the principle
of NOMA, non-CoMP-users may not guarantee to decode and cancel the desired signals of
CoMP-users meaning that CoMP-users may be NOMA cluster-head, i.e., the user which is
able to cancel all the signals of other users in a NOMA cluster. Therefore, the traditional
optimal SIC ordering in NOMA systems which follows only the ascending order of NOMA
users’ channel gain may not be a good criterion in CoMP-NOMA systems [2].
2) Joint Power Allocation, CoMP Scheduling, and NOMA Clustering: In this system with
heterogeneous SLAs, adopting CoMP transmission to only cell-edge users may not be
beneficial for the system [11], [12]. Actually, cell-edge users with low SLAs do not need
to be scheduled in CoMP transmission while some cell-center users with strict SLA may
need CoMP transmission. In NOMA, it is verified that the power allocation is a key factor
to enable SIC at users and achieve the target spectral efficiency [13]–[15]. Furthermore,
in CoMP-NOMA, SIC ordering for all of the CoMP-users should be the same in all
NOMA clusters [2], [3]. Therefore, the traditional power allocation for spectral efficiency
maximization in multi-cell NOMA systems may not be efficient for other cells calling the
design of a generalized CoMP-NOMA model with efficient joint power allocation, CoMP
scheduling, i.e., determining the set of CoMP-users and their coordinated BSs (CoMP-
BSs), and NOMA clustering.
3) SIC Complexity at CoMP-users: In CoMP-NOMA, each CoMP-user forms multiple local
NOMA clusters through the network (depending on the number of CoMP-BSs), and the
SIC is performed based on the union of these local NOMA cluster sets [2], [3] called global
NOMA cluster. This operation will be more crucial for the NOMA cluster-head CoMP-
users with larger numbers of CoMP-BSs. Hence, the traditional approach which limits the
number of multiplexed users over the shared frequency band in each cell [13], [16] has
no refined control on the order of global NOMA clusters due to the joint transmission of
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5CoMP. This calls the design of a low-complexity NOMA clustering scheme, where each
CoMP-user performs SIC to a subset of potential users in its global NOMA cluster.
Resource allocation in CoMP-NOMA consists of three parts: CoMP scheduling which deter-
mines the set of CoMP and non-CoMP users with their CoMP-BSs, NOMA clustering of all
users, and power allocation among users. An opportunistic NOMA clustering scheme for a group
of CoMP-users at cell-edge is designed in [5] by adopting an efficient power allocation algorithm.
A novel multi-tier NOMA scheme is proposed in [4] to serve CoMP-users with poor channel
qualities by relaying signals to them. A selective-transmission strategy for determining the set
of CoMP-BSs for a fixed power allocation strategy in CoMP-NOMA is proposed in [17]. The
authors in [3] first design a CoMP-NOMA model, where CoMP scheduling and NOMA clustering
are heuristically determined. Then, two centralized and distributed power allocation algorithms
per NOMA cluster are proposed to maximize users spectral efficiency in the NOMA cluster. In
the mentioned works, the joint transmission of CoMP is considered for only cell-edge users. For
instance, in [3], the set of CoMP-users are determined based on the received signal strength (RSS)
at users. And, users with weak RSS, i.e., cell-edge users, are scheduled for joint transmission.
A number of research efforts addressed the benefits of joint transmission of CoMP-NOMA for
both the cell-edge and cell-center users in improving overall spectral efficiency [11], [18], and
outage probability [12]. In [11], the CoMP scheduling and NOMA clustering are heuristically
determined based on the quality of service (QoS) requirements of users. Then, a locally optimal
joint beamforming and power allocation is designed. The fundamental limits of introducing
the mutual SIC technique on CoMP-NOMA in 2-user and 3-user systems is investigated in
[18], where the users simultaneously cancel their corresponding interfering signals. In [12], a
generalized CoMP-NOMA system is proposed, where all the users are considered as potential
CoMP-users. It is shown that generalizing CoMP to all users improves the overall spectral
efficiency. However, generalized CoMP-NOMA inherently increases the NOMA clustering orders
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6when the number of CoMP-BSs grows. To reduce the order of NOMA clusters, a heuristic low-
complexity3 NOMA clustering strategy based on the channel qualities is devised, where the
order of CoMP-BSs is reduced. After defining the NOMA clusters, an optimal power allocation
strategy per NOMA cluster is proposed. Since CoMP scheduling and NOMA clustering affect the
interference level at users, the joint power allocation, CoMP scheduling, and NOMA clustering
would result in the maximum overall spectral efficiency [3]. However, the combinatorial nature of
user scheduling makes the joint strategy complicated and even infeasible [3]. Hence, addressing
these policies jointly is still an open problem. Besides, the power allocation strategies in [3],
[12] are devised for each NOMA cluster independently. These strategies may not be efficient for
the users forming multiple NOMA clusters since for such users, the allocated powers through
all the NOMA clusters should be optimized jointly. Also, all the prior studies on CoMP-NOMA
considered a single InP. Therefore, the impact of isolation among co-located BSs, and applications
of WNV in providing the multi-connectivity opportunity for CoMP-NOMA are not yet addressed.
In the current study, we consider a multi-infrastructure heterogeneous network (HetNet) con-
sisting of multiple isolated InPs and apply our proposed SV-CoMP-NOMA system to this
network. The main contributions are summarized as follows:
• We propose a generalized CoMP-NOMA model, where both the cell-edge and cell-center
users are considered as potential CoMP-users, and the set of CoMP-BSs for each user is
chosen through resource allocation optimization to achieve maximum users sum-rate.
• In this system, we design a new resource sharing scheme, where co-located BSs of different
InPs form a VBS, and nearby VBSs can jointly transmit signals to a CoMP-user providing
multiple joint transmissions over orthogonal bands.
• To fully utilize the benefits of NOMA on CoMP, we design an unlimited NOMA clustering
3In this context, the term complexity is referred to the complexity of SIC which is directly proportional to the order of NOMA
clusters.
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7(UNC) scheme, where each CoMP-user forms a global NOMA cluster consisting of all
users connected to at least one of its CoMP-BSs on the assigned frequency band. We show
that this scheme provides maximum achievable sum-rate while maximum order of NOMA
clusters in orthogonal bands increasing the SIC complexity at users.
• A low-complexity NOMA clustering scheme, called limited NOMA clustering (LNC), is
also designed to reduce the order of NOMA clusters of CoMP-users. In this scheme, the
SIC at CoMP-users is limited to a subset of users in their global NOMA clusters.
• To address the problem of power allocation, CoMP scheduling, and NOMA clustering jointly
in UNC and LNC, we first formulate joint power allocation and user association problems
to maximize users sum-rate subject to their QoS requirements. In these formulations, CoMP
scheduling and NOMA clustering are determined with the user association indicator.
• The problem formulations are nonconvex and NP-hard. To solve each problem, we propose
two globally and locally optimal solutions. The globally optimal solution is based on mixed-
integer monotonic optimization. The locally optimal solution is based on the successive
convex approximation (SCA) algorithm. To apply this method, we first propose a series of
transformations to simplify the main problem.
• Numerical results show that the joint optimization of power allocation, CoMP scheduling,
and NOMA clustering outperforms the existing power allocation algorithms up to 20%.
Moreover, LNC reduces the SIC complexity of users in UNC up to 45%. Furthermore,
applying WNV to CoMP-NOMA systems, and CoMP to virtualized NOMA systems show
performance gains nearly 65% and 37%, respectively.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the SV-CoMP-NOMA
system, and NOMA clustering and SIC ordering models, and then formulates the UNC and
LNC optimization problems. These problems are solved in Section III. Section IV provides the
simulation results. Finally, our conclusions are presented in Section V.
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Fig. 1. Exemplary illustration of the SV-CoMP-NOMA system in a 2-infrastructure HetNet, where each user is able to be
associated to multiple nearby VBSs through orthogonal bands.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A. Network Model & SV-CoMP-NOMA System
We consider the downlink transmission of a multi-user multi-infrastructure HetNet as shown
in Fig. 1. This network consists of multiple InPs each of which includes a specific set of single-
antenna BSs, and a dedicated licensed wireless band (Wi Hz for InP i) that is orthogonal to other
InPs [8]. The set of InPs and the set of BSs owned by InP i are denoted by I = {1, · · · , I}
and Bi = {0, · · · , Bi}, respectively. The set of K single-antenna users is indicated by K =
{1, · · · , K}. Moreover, a hypervisor located on the top of InPs is responsible for collecting
users information and virtualizing InPs resources [10]. In addition, a SDN controller with a
global view of the network is responsible for the centralized resource management [9].
Here, we first propose a generalized and flexible CoMP-NOMA model, where each CoMP-
user can be associated to a specific set of CoMP-BSs which may differ from other CoMP-users.
Then, the CoMP-BSs simultaneously transmit the same data to the CoMP-user over the same
frequency band [2], [3]. In this model, each user forms a specific global NOMA cluster over
the assigned frequency band which is described in the following: First, let us denote the user
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9association indicator by θi,b,k ∈ {0, 1}, where if user k is associated to the bth BS of InP i (on
frequency band Wi), θi,b,k = 1 and otherwise, θi,b,k = 0. In addition, assume that λi,k is the SIC
ordering of user k on frequency bandwidth Wi, and λi,k > λi,k′ indicates that user k has a higher
SIC ordering than user k′ on bandwidth Wi. In this system, user k with θi,b,k = 1 forms a local
NOMA cluster set ΦCelli,b,k with all the users k
′ ∈ K with θi,b,k′ = 1 and λi,k > λi,k′ . Actually, ΦCelli,b,k
is the set of users associated to the same BS bi over the same band Wi with lower SIC ordering
such that their desired signals could be removed by user k. In other words, ΦCelli,b,k indicates the set
of potential users associated to BS bi for performing SIC at user k. Therefore, each CoMP-user
k forms a global NOMA cluster on bandwidth Wi obtained by4 Φi,k =
⋃
b∈Bi
ΦCelli,b,k. To this end,
user k′ belongs to the global NOMA cluster of user k on bandwidth Wi, i.e., k′ ∈ Φi,k, if and
only if
∑
b∈Bi
θi,b,kθi,b,k′ ≥ 1 and λi,k > λi,k′ . Hence, if user k′ ∈ Φi,k, user k is able to decode and
cancel all the desired signals of user k′ on bandwidth Wi [3]. For the case that
∑
b∈Bi
θi,b,kθi,b,k′ ≥ 1
and λi,k < λi,k′ , all the desired signals of user k′ are treated as Intra-NOMA-interference (INI)
at user k. Obviously, if
∑
b∈Bi
θi,b,kθi,b,k′ = 0, i.e., k′ /∈ Φi,k, all the desired signals of user k′ are
treated as ICI at user k.
Due to the isolation among InPs, when WNV is not applied to the proposed CoMP-NOMA
model, each CoMP-user can be assigned to only one InP. In other words, for the case that WNV
is not applied, the following isolation constraint should be satisfied:
θi,b,k + θi′,b′,k ≤ 1,∀k ∈ K, i, i′ ∈ I, i′ 6= i, b ∈ Bi, b′ ∈ Bi′ . (1)
Here, we apply WNV to the generalized CoMP-NOMA model resulting in the SV-CoMP-NOMA
system. In this line, we design a resource sharing scheme, where the InPs resources are shared
among V MVNOs with the set of V = {1, · · · , V }. Each MVNO v acts as a service provider for
its subscribed users in Kv. Moreover, each user is owned by only one MVNO, i.e.,
⋃
v∈V
Kv , K
4For the non-CoMP-user with θi,b,k = 1, since
∑
b∈Bi
θi,b,k = 1, Φi,k , ΦCelli,b,k meaning that the local NOMA cluster of a
non-CoMP-user refers to its global NOMA cluster.
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(a) CoMP without WNV.
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Frequency
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(b) CoMP with WNV.
Fig. 2. A two-infrastructure CoMP system with/without WNV. In these figures, it is assumed that messages M1 and M2 are
sent by the CoMP-BSs of InPs 1 and 2, respectively.
and Kv ∩ Kv′ , ∅,∀v, v′ ∈ V , v 6= v′ [19]. To reduce conflicts between MVNOs, a specific
minimum data rate Rrsvv is contracted between each MVNO v and users in Kv [19], [20]. In this
system, WNV breaks the isolation among InPs and provides the multi-connectivity opportunity
with/without CoMP for all the users over orthogonal bands. Hence, each user can be associated
to multiple BSs owned by different InPs. Indeed, the isolation constraint (1) will be removed. An
exemplary illustration of our proposed resource sharing scheme in a virtualized CoMP system
and its comparison to a non-virtualized CoMP system is shown in Fig. 2.
B. NOMA-User Clustering for Performing SIC
In the following, we propose two NOMA clustering schemes for performing SIC in the SV-
CoMP-NOMA system.
1) Unlimited NOMA Clustering: In UNC, each user performs SIC to all the users belonging
to its global NOMA cluster Φi,k over frequency band Wi. Actually, UNC fully utilizes the SIC
opportunity provided by NOMA, where each user decodes and cancels all the signals of all
potential users belonging to its global NOMA clusters over the assigned frequency bands. In
this scheme, since the same data is transmitted by the CoMP-BSs to a CoMP-user over the same
bandwidth, the CoMP-user does not experience any ICI by its CoMP-BSs on that bandwidth.
DRAFT July 21, 2020
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Fig. 3. A UNC-based single-carrier CoMP-NOMA system consisting of one InP including 3 BSs with 3 subscribed users. The
signals with the same colour refer to the desired signals of a user.
However, the CoMP-user may do experience INI incurred by its CoMP-BSs depending on the
SIC ordering of users. Let us denote the channel power gain from BS b ∈ Bi to user k by
hi,b,k. Moreover, the transmit power of BS b ∈ Bi to user k is indicated by pi,b,k. Fig. 3 shows
an exemplary single-carrier UNC-based CoMP-NOMA system consisting of 3 BSs owned by a
single InP, and 3 users with a unique SIC ordering λ1,3 > λ1,2 > λ1,1. In this system, the non-
CoMP-user 1 forms only one local NOMA cluster set ΦCell1,1,1 = {} which is equal to its global
NOMA cluster set Φ1,1 that is empty due to the lowest SIC ordering. This user receives both the
INI and ICI in the network. The INI power of user 1 is (p1,1,2h1,1,1 + p1,2,2h1,2,1 + p1,3,2h1,3,1)
since θ1,1,1 = θ1,1,2 = 1 and λ1,1 < λ1,2. Moreover, the ICI of user 1 is (p1,2,3h1,2,1 + p1,3,3h1,3,1),
because
∑
b
θ1,b,1θ1,b,3 = 0. Besides, CoMP-user 2 forms three local NOMA cluster sets ΦCell1,1,2 =
{1} and ΦCell1,2,2 = ΦCell1,3,2 = {}, and subsequently a global NOMA cluster Φ1,2 = {1}. Also, user
2 does not experience any ICI since
∑
b
θ1,b,2θ1,b,1 and
∑
b
θ1,b,2θ1,b,3 are nonzero. However, user
2 does experience INI power (p1,2,3h1,2,2 + p1,3,3h1,3,2), due to
∑
b
θ1,b,2θ1,b,3 ≥ 1 and λ1,2 < λ1,3.
Finally, the NOMA cluster-head user 3 forms a global NOMA cluster Φ1,3 = {2}. Since λ1,3 >
λ1,2 and
∑
b
θ1,b,1θ1,b,3 = 0, this user does not experience any INI. However, user 3 receives ICI
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power (p1,1,1h1,1,3). Accordingly, the SINR of user k on bandwidth Wi in the UNC model is
given by
γUNCi,k =
si,k
IUNC,INIi,k + I
UNC,ICI
i,k +N0Wi
, (2)
where si,k =
∑
b∈Bi
θi,b,kpi,b,khi,b,k is the total received desired signal power at user k on bandwidth
Wi, IUNC,INIi,k =
∑
k′∈K,
λi,k′>λi,k
min
{ ∑
b∈Bi
θi,b,kθi,b,k′ , 1
} ∑
b∈Bi
θi,b,k′pi,b,k′hi,b,k is the INI at user k on band-
width Wi, IUNC,ICIi,k =
∑
k′∈K,
k′ 6=k
(1 −min{ ∑
b∈Bi
θi,b,kθi,b,k′ , 1
}
)
∑
b∈Bi
θi,b,k′pi,b,k′hi,b,k is the ICI at user k
on bandwidth Wi, and N0 is the power spectral density (PSD) of the additive white gaussian
noise (AWGN). Therefore, the spectral efficiency of user k on bandwidth Wi is rUNC,SEi,k =
log2
(
1 + γUNCi,k
)
. In UNC, user k can successfully decode and cancel the signals of user k′ when
the SINR at user k according to the signals (and interferences) of user k′ is larger than or equal
to the SINR at user k′ for its own signals [21], [22]. In our model, the following SIC constraint
should be satisfied:
sVPi,k′,k
IUNC,INIi,k′,k + I
UNC,ICI
i,k′,k +N0Wi
≥ min{∑
b∈Bi
θi,b,kθi,b,k′ , 1
}
γUNCi,k′ , ∀i ∈ I, k, k′ ∈ K, λi,k > λi,k′ , (3)
where sVPi,k′,k =
∑
b∈Bi
θi,b,k′pi,b,k′hi,b,k is the desired signal power of user k′ on bandwidth Wi
received at user k, IUNC,INIi,k′,k =
∑
k′′∈K,
λi,k′′>λi,k′
min
{ ∑
b∈Bi
θi,b,k′θi,b,k′′ , 1
} ∑
b∈Bi
θi,b,k′′pi,b,k′′hi,b,k denotes
the INI power of user k′ on bandwidth Wi received at user k, and IUNC,ICIi,k′,k =
∑
k′′∈K,
k′′ 6=k′
(1 −
min
{ ∑
b∈Bi
θi,b,k′θi,b,k′′ , 1
}
)
∑
b∈Bi
θi,b,k′′pi,b,k′′hi,b,k indicates the ICI power of user k′ on bandwidth
Wi received at user k.
2) Limited NOMA Clustering: Although UNC provides the maximum possible interference
cancellation of NOMA in our CoMP-NOMA model achieving to the maximum spectral effi-
ciency, this scheme inherently increases the order of global NOMA cluster |Φi,k| of CoMP-users,
specifically when the number of CoMP-BSs increases. To reduce the order of NOMA clusters
for performing SIC, we propose a LNC scheme, where each CoMP-user is restricted to perform
SIC to the users belonging to only one of its local NOMA clusters |ΦCelli,b,k|. Therefore, user k
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choosing BS b ∈ Bi on bandwidth Wi (or choosing local NOMA cluster set ΦCelli,b,k) can decode
and cancel the signals of user k′ with λi,k > λi,k′ if and only if k′ ∈ ΦCelli,b,k or θi,b,kθi,b,k′ = 1.
For the case that θi,b,kθi,b,k′ = 0, all the desired signals of user k′ are treated as ICI at user k
even k′ is a potential user belonging to Φi,k, i.e.,
∑
b′∈Bi
b′ 6=b
θi,b′,kθi,b′,k′ ≥ 1. For instance, in Fig. 3,
with another predefined SIC ordering λ1,2 > λ1,3 > λ1,1 for LNC, if user 2 selects ΦCell1,2,2 = {3},
it decodes and cancels the signals of user 3 (because θ1,2,2θ1,2,3 = 1). However, user 2 receives
ICI power (p1,1,1h1,1,2) since θ1,2,2θ1,2,1 = 0. Besides, if user 2 selects ΦCell1,2,1 = {1}, it receives
ICI power (p1,2,3h1,2,2 + p1,3,3h1,3,2) since θ1,1,2θ1,1,3 = 0. In the sequel, we first introduce a new
binary variable xi,b,k called local NOMA cluster selection indicator, where if user k selects the
local NOMA cluster of BS b ∈ Bi on bandwidth Wi, xi,b,k = 1, and otherwise, xi,b,k = 0. To
ensure that each user selects at most one local NOMA cluster on each bandwidth, the following
constraint should be satisfied: ∑
b∈Bi
xi,b,k ≤ 1,∀i ∈ I, k ∈ K. (4)
Obviously, user k can select the local NOMA cluster of BS b ∈ Bi on bandwidth Wi if it is
associated with that BS. Therefore, we have
xi,b,k ≤ θi,b,k,∀i ∈ I, b ∈ Bi, k ∈ K. (5)
The SINR of user k on bandwidth Wi is thus given by
γLNCi,k =
si,k
ILNC,INIi,k + I
LNC,ICI
i,k +N0Wi
, (6)
where ILNC,INIi,k =
∑
b∈Bi
xi,b,k
∑
k′∈K,
λi,k′>λi,k
θi,b,k′
∑
b′∈Bi
θi,b′,k′pi,b′,k′ hi,b′,k is the INI at user k on bandwidth
Wi, and ILNC,ICIi,k =
∑
b∈Bi
xi,b,k
∑
k′∈K,
k′ 6=k
(1 − θi,b,k′)
∑
b′∈Bi,
b′ 6=b
θi,b′,k′pi,b′,k′hi,b′,k is the ICI at user k on
bandwidth Wi. According to (4)-(6), the spectral efficiency of user k on bandwidth Wi is given
by rLNC,SEi,k = log2
(
1 + γLNCi,k
)
. Similar to (3), the SIC constraint of LNC is formulated as
sVPi,k′,k
ILNC,INIi,k′,k + I
LNC,ICI
i,k′,k +N0Wi
≥ xi,b,kθi,b,k′γLNCi,k′ , ∀i ∈ I, b ∈ Bi, k, k′ ∈ K, λi,k > λi,k′ , (7)
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where ILNC,INIi,k′,k =
∑
b∈Bi
xi,b,k′
∑
k′′∈K,
λi,k′′>λi,k′
∑
b′∈Bi
θi,b,k′′θi,b′,k′′ pi,b′,k′′hi,b′,k denotes the INI power of user
k′ on bandwidth Wi received at user k, and ILNC,ICIi,k′,k =
∑
b∈Bi
xi,b,k′
∑
k′′∈K,
k′′ 6=k′
∑
b′∈Bi,
b′ 6=b
(1−θi,b,k′′)θi,b′,k′′pi,b′,k′′hi,b′,k
indicates the ICI power of user k′ on bandwidth Wi received at user k.
C. SIC Ordering in SV-CoMP-NOMA
In the SV-CoMP-NOMA system, SIC ordering should be the same for all NOMA clusters
of a CoMP-user [2], [3]. Finding an optimal SIC ordering jointly with power allocation and
user association is very challenging and is not yet investigated by all the prior works on CoMP-
NOMA. Here, we propose an efficient approach to determine SIC ordering prior to resource
allocation optimization. In this method, each BS b ∈ Bi broadcasts a specific reference signal
on bandwidth Wi such that its signal power is Pmaxi,b /K, where P
max
i,b is the maximum available
transmit power of BS b ∈ Bi. On the other hand, these signals are summed up at users and the
SIC ordering at each bandwidth will be defined based on the ascending order of total received
powers at users. In this line, we set λi,k > λi,k′ if
∑
b∈Bi
Pmaxi,b hi,b,k/K >
∑
b∈Bi
Pmaxi,b hi,b,k′/K.
D. Problem Formulations
In this network, the frequency band Wi may be different for each InP. In this way, the overall
spectral efficiency of a user connected to different InPs would not correspond to its overall data
rate. Here, we assume that the revenue of each MVNO comes from providing data rates for its
subscribed users [9], [23] such that ωv units/bps denotes the unit price of revenue of MVNO
v due to providing data rates for users in Kv. In the following, we formulate the problem of
maximizing total revenue of MVNOs corresponding to the weighted sum-rate of users. The data
rate of user k in the UNC and LNC schemes can be obtained by rUNCk =
∑
i∈I
Wir
UNC,SE
i,k and
rLNCk =
∑
i∈I
Wir
LNC,SE
i,k , respectively. The UNC problem is formulated as follows:
UNC: max
p,θ
∑
v∈V
∑
k∈Kv
ωvr
UNC
k (8a)
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s.t. (3),
rUNCk ≥ Rrsvv ,∀v ∈ V , k ∈ Kv, (8b)∑
k∈K
pi,b,k ≤ Pmaxi,b ,∀i ∈ I, b ∈ Bi, (8c)
∑
b∈Bi
θi,b,k ≤ Ψmaxi ,∀i ∈ I, k ∈ K, (8d)
θi,b,k ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ I, b ∈ Bi, k ∈ K, (8e)
pi,b,k ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ I, b ∈ Bi, k ∈ K, (8f)
where p = [pi,b,k] and θ = [θi,b,k]. Furthermore, (8b) is the minimum required data rate constraint
of user k ∈ Kv, and (8c) is the maximum available power constraint of each BS. Moreover,
(8d) indicates that each user k ∈ K can be associated to at most Ψmaxi BSs in InP i [3]. The
main advantages of restricting the order of CoMP-BSs for each CoMP-user are listed as follows:
1) alleviating the backhaul traffic, due to the joint transmission of CoMP [24]; 2) reducing the
complexity of synchronization at CoMP-BSs; 3) decreasing the order of NOMA clusters which
reduces: 1. SIC complexity at CoMP-users; 2. superposition coding at CoMP-BSs; 3. the negative
side effect of SIC on users sum-rate [3], [12]. The LNC problem is formulated as
LNC: max
p,θ,x
∑
v∈V
∑
k∈Kv
ωvr
LNC
k (9a)
s.t. (4), (5), (7), (8c)-(8f),
rLNCk ≥ Rrsvv ,∀v ∈ V , k ∈ Kv, (9b)
xi,b,k ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ I, b ∈ Bi, k ∈ K, (9c)
where x = [xi,b,k], ∀i ∈ I, b ∈ Bi, k ∈ K. Compared to the UNC problem, LNC adds a new
binary optimization variable x with two integer linear inequality constraints (4) and (5).
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III. JOINT POWER ALLOCATION AND USER ASSIGNMENT ALGORITHMS
The problems (8) and (9) are classified as MINLP which are intractable and NP-hard [3],
[25], [26]. Additionally, as mentioned before, the existing optimal solutions for single-cell or
multi-cell NOMA systems cannot be directly applied to the CoMP-NOMA systems [3].
A. Solution Algorithms for the UNC Problem
1) Global Optimality: Mixed-Integer Monotonic Optimization: Here, we find a globally op-
timal solution for the problem (8) by proposing a mixed-integer monotonic program. The basic
idea of this approach is reducing the exploration area for finding the global optimal solution
of a monotonic problem to its outer boundary which reduces the computational complexity,
and provides a guaranteed convergence. The poly block or branch-reduce-and-bound algorithms
can solve these problems [21], [27]. The monotonic optimization can solve problems, where
the objective function is monotone and constraints are the intersection of their normal and co-
normal sets [21], [27]. However, (8) is not a monotonic problem in canonical form because of the
following issues: 1) The user association variable θ in (8e) results in a non-continuous domain
in (8); 2) The rate function in (8a) and (8b) cannot be directly transformed into the difference
of two increasing functions, because of the non-increasing term (1 − min{ ∑
b∈Bi
θi,b,kθi,b,k′ , 1
}
)
in IUNC,ICIi,k in (2) with respect to θ; 3) The objective function (8a) is not monotonic, since the
SINR fraction in (2) is increasing neither in p nor in θ; 4) The constraint sets in (3) and (8b)
are not guaranteed to be the intersection of normal and co-normal sets, since the difference of
two increasing functions is in general nonincreasing. However, (8) shows a hidden monotonicity
structure after issues 1 and 2 in above are solved. To tackle the combinatorial nature of (8),
θ should be transformed into a continuous variable. Unfortunately, in contrast to prior works
on OMA [28], [29], we cannot relax θ to a continuous variable between 0 and 1 by using
the time sharing method. Actually, in downlink NOMA systems, we need to determine which
part of a frame time is assigned to which user since the superposition coding and SIC (at BSs
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and users, respectively) are performed according to the set of users receiving signals on the
same frequency band at the same time. To overcome this challenge, we transform (8e) into the
following equivalent constraint sets as
θi,b,k ≤ θ2i,b,k, 0 ≤ θi,b,k ≤ 1. (10)
Since the square of each variable in (0, 1) is smaller than that variable, with (10), the variable
θi,b,k can only take zero or one while it has a continuous domain [0, 1]. By substituting (8e) with
(10), the problem (8) is equivalently transformed into a problem with a continuous domain. In
contrast to the prior works [21], [27], the data rate function rUNCk cannot be directly transformed
into the difference of two increasing functions. To tackle this, we first substitute the term
1 − min{ ∑
b∈Bi
θi,b,kθi,b,k′ , 1
}
in (2) with a new auxiliary variable αi,k,k′ ∈ [0, 1] by adding the
following constraints
αi,k,k′ ≤ 1− θi,b,kθi,b,k′ , 0 ≤ αi,k,k′ ≤ 1. (11)
αi,k,k′ ≥ 1−
∑
b∈Bi
θi,b,kθi,b,k′ . (12)
According to (11) and (12), the SINR of user k on bandwidth Wi can be rewritten as
γˆUNCi,k =
si,k
IUNC,INIi,k + Iˆ
UNC,ICI
i,k +N0Wi
, (13)
where IˆUNC,ICIi,k =
∑
k′∈K,
k′ 6=k
αi,k,k′
∑
b∈Bi
θi,b,k′pi,b,k′hi,b,k. The spectral efficiency of user k on bandwidth
Wi is rewritten as rˆUNC,SEi,k = log2
(
1 + γˆUNCi,k
)
, and the data rate of user k is rˆUNCk =
∑
i∈I
Wirˆ
UNC,SE
i,k .
Accordingly, (8) is rewritten as
max
θ,p,α
∑
v∈V
∑
k∈Kv
ωvrˆ
UNC
k (14a)
s.t., (8c), (8d), (8f), (10)-(12),
sVPi,k′,k
IUNC,INIi,k′,k + Iˆ
UNC,ICI
i,k′,k +N0Wi
≥ min
{∑
b∈Bi
θi,b,kθi,b,k′ , 1
}
γˆUNCi,k′ , ∀i ∈ I, k, k′ ∈ K, λi,k > λi,k′ ,
(14b)
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rˆUNCk ≥ Rrsvv ,∀v ∈ V , k ∈ Kv, (14c)
where IˆUNC,ICIi,k′,k =
∑
k′′∈K,
k′′ 6=k′
αi,k′,k′′
∑
b∈Bi
θi,b,k′′pi,b,k′′hi,b,k and α = [αi,k,k′ ]. Problem (14) exhibits a
hidden monotonicity structure as shown in the following theorem:
Theorem 1. Problem (14) can be expressed as a monotonic problem in canonical form.
Proof: Please see Appendix A.
2) First-Order Optimality: Sequential Programming: Despite the global optimality of the
proposed mixed-integer monotonic program, the complexity of this method is still exponential
in the number of optimization variables. Indeed, this algorithm can be considered as a benchmark
for any low-complexity yet suboptimal method. Here, we apply the SCA algorithm which is a
locally optimal solution with a polynomial time complexity [15], [23], [26], [30], [31]. Note
that the SCA algorithm cannot be directly applied to (8), because of: 1) Combinatorial nature
of (8), due to binary variable θ; 2) Multiplication of θ and p in the objective function (8a),
and constraints (3) and (8b) (please see (2)); 3) The term (1 − min{.}) in (2) with respect to
θ; 4) The term θi,b,kθi,b,k′ in min
{ ∑
b∈Bi
θi,b,kθi,b,k′ , 1
}
and (1 −min{ ∑
b∈Bi
θi,b,kθi,b,k′ , 1
}
) (please
see (2)); 5) Multiplications of min
{ ∑
b∈Bi
θi,b,kθi,b,k′ , 1
}
and (1 − min{ ∑
b∈Bi
θi,b,kθi,b,k′ , 1
}
) with
θi,b,k′pi,b,k′ in (2). However, (8) can be transformed into an equivalent form which can be solved
by directly applying the SCA algorithm. The series of equivalent transformations of this MINLP
problem is presented in Appendix B. After these transformations, we apply the SCA algorithm
with the difference of convex (DC) approximation method to the transformed nonconvex problem
as follows: We first initialize the approximation parameters. After that, the convex approximated
problem is solved. These iterations are repeated until the convergence is achieved. The pseudo
code of the SCA algorithm is presented in Alg. 1. The derivations of SCA for solving the
transformed problem (41) is presented in Appendix C. Moreover, we analytically show that the
proposed SCA algorithm generates a sequence of improved solutions in Appendix D. Hence, we
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Algorithm 1 SCA with DC programming.
1: Initialize ϑ(0), the maximum number of iterations Lmax, and penalty factor η  1.
repeat
2: Find ϑ(l) by solving the convex approximated form of (41) for a given ϑold.
3: Set ϑold = ϑ(l), and store it.
4: Set l = l + 1
Until Convergence of (41a) or l = Lmax.
5: ϑ∗ = ϑ(l) is the output of the algorithm.
6: θ∗ and p∗ are adopted for the network.
prove that SCA converges to a stationary point which is a local maximum of (8).
B. Solution Algorithms for the LNC Problem
1) Global Optimality: Mixed-Integer Monotonic Optimization: The problems (8) and (9) have
similar structure and nonconvexity challenges. Hence, to find a globally optimal solution for (9),
we modify our proposed mixed-integer monotonic optimization for solving (8) to be applied to
(9). In this line, we show how (9) can be equivalently transformed into a monotonic optimization
problem in canonical form in Appendix E.
2) First-Order Optimality: Sequential Programming: Since (8) and (9) have the same struc-
ture, the proposed SCA algorithm for solving (9) is similar to that of proposed for solving (8). Due
to the space limitation, the presentation of the proposed SCA algorithm with DC programming
for solving (9) is not included here. It can be easily proved that this algorithm also converges
to a locally optimal solution.
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Fig. 4. Network topology and exemplary user placement in the numerical results.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we investigate the performance of our proposed UNC and LNC schemes in
the SV-CoMP-NOMA system with different resource allocation strategies.
A. Simulation Settings
Here, we consider 2 InPs each having one MBS and 4 femto BSs (FBSs). We assume that
the BSs of different InPs are co-located. Actually, we have a virtual MBS (VMBS) and 4 virtual
FBSs (VFBSs). The VMBS is positioned at the center of a circular area (macro-cell), and VFBSs
are positioned in coordinates (femto-cells) 300∠0◦, 300∠22.5◦, 300∠67.5◦, and 300∠90◦ [30].
Assume that 6 users are uniformly (and independently) distributed in the area of each femto-cell
with radii of 80 m [6]. Fig. 4 shows the network topology with an exemplary user placement.
Following the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Long Term Evolution-Advanced
(LTE-A), the orthogonal wireless bandwidth of each InP is set to Wi = 20 MHz with a carrier
frequency of 2 GHz [8]. The wireless fading channels include both the large-scale and small-
scale fading. The large-scale fading is modeled as 128.1 + 37.6 log10 di,b,k in dB, where di,b,k
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is the distance from BS b ∈ Bi to user k in Km [3]. The small-scale fading is modeled as
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Rayleigh fading with zero mean and variance 1.
The PSD of AWGN is -174 dBm/Hz [15]. The transmit power of each MBS and each FBS are
set to 46 dBm and 30 dBm, respectively [3]. Without loss of generality, we assume that the
minimum required data rate of users is 8 Mbps5. Then, we set ωv = 1 unit/bps for each v ∈ V .
In the following, we investigate the performance of our proposed UNC and LNC schemes in
different NOMA systems equipped with/without WNV and CoMP. To this end, we investigate the
performance gains of WNV and CoMP by comparing our proposed SV-CoMP-NOMA system
with the following systems:
• Non-Virtualized CoMP (NoWNV-CoMP): In this system, each user can be associated to
only one InP, due to the isolation among InPs (For more details, please see Subsection
II-A). Therefore, constraint (1) is added to the resource allocation problems.
• Virtualized Non-CoMP (WNV-NoCoMP): In this system, each user can be associated to
only one BS at each InP. Hence, the joint transmission of CoMP is eliminated. However,
each user could benefit from the multi-connectivity opportunity. In this way, the following
constraint should be satisfied:
∑
b∈Bi
θi,b,k ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ I, k ∈ K.
• Non-Virtualized Non-CoMP (NoWNV-NoCoMP): In this system, each user can be associ-
ated to only one BS through the network. Hence, the following constraint should be satisfied:∑
i∈I
∑
b∈Bi
θi,b,k ≤ 1,∀k ∈ K.
To investigate the benefits of optimizing CoMP scheduling and NOMA clustering jointly
with power allocation in the UNC and LNC schemes, we compare our proposed joint strategy
with a power allocation approach in which the NOMA clustering and CoMP scheduling are
predefined (actually θ is predefined) based on the RSS at users [3]. In this line, for LNC, we
5In our system, WNV breaks the isolation between InPs. Therefore, the number of MVNOs does not impact on the system
performance when all the users have the same SLAs and rewards.
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also need to apply a heuristic approach (as a benchmark) determining x before power allocation
optimization. Since this scheme is not yet investigated in the literature, we propose a heuristic
approach to determine x according to the determined θ (based on the RSS at users [3]) as
follows: First, we note that x should satisfy constraint (5). Furthermore, the choice of x affects
the INI power at users which impacts on the ICI power. In this approach, each CoMP-user
selects the local NOMA cluster (among associated BSs) which results in the lowest interference
power at the user. According to (6), for each user k over bandwidth Wi, we set xi,b,k = 1
if b = arg min
b∈Bi
{ ∑
k′∈K,
λi,k′>λi,k
θi,b,k′
∑
b′∈Bi
θi,b′,k′pi,b′,k′hi,b′,k +
∑
k′∈K,
k′ 6=k
(1 − θi,b,k′)
∑
b′∈Bi,
b′ 6=b
θi,b′,k′pi,b′,k′hi,b′,k
}
and θi,b,k = 1. The value of p is determined based on the equal power allocation strategy.
It is noteworthy that the heuristic approaches mentioned above are also used for initializing
parameters in our proposed sequential programming algorithms.
We also investigate the impact of number of users, SLAs, and transmit power of FBSs on
the performance of SV-CoMP-NOMA. Last but not least, we compare the performance of our
proposed locally and globally optimal solutions for the UNC and LNC schemes.
B. Convergence Speed
Fig. 5 investigates the convergence speed of our proposed SCA algorithms for the UNC and
LNC schemes. As shown, these iterative algorithms converge to stable values in maximum 6
iterations. It is noteworthy that after only 3 and 4 iterations, SCA achieves to over 90% and 96%
of its upper-bound value (the dash-lines refer to the upper-bound solution of SCA), respectively in
both the UNC and LNC schemes. Accordingly, our proposed algorithms with the fast convergence
speed could be good candidate solutions for real-time SV-CoMP-NOMA systems. Also, we set
the maximum SCA iteration number to 4 in the following numerical results. In Fig. 5, it can be
observed that UNC outperforms LNC in terms of users sum-rate. Here, at the converged points,
UNC has a performance gain up to 17% compared to LNC. This is due to the fact that in LNC,
each user k performs SIC (on each bandwidth Wi) to only the signals of users belonging to the
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Fig. 5. The SCA convergence of our proposed and benchmark algorithms (Fixed θ and x) in terms of sum-rate of users over
iteration index l for the UNC and LNC schemes.
selected local NOMA cluster set ΦCelli,b,k. Since Φ
Cell
i,b,k ⊆ Φi,k, the signals of users belonging to
Φi,k while do not belong to ΦCelli,b,k are treated as ICI at user k. In UNC, all the signals of users
belonging to its global NOMA cluster sets Φi,k will be decoded and removed by user k.
We also compare our proposed joint strategy with the power allocation strategy alone for a
predefined user scheduling described in Subsection IV-A. Fig. 5 shows that the joint optimization
of power allocation and user scheduling improves users sum-rate up to 20% compared to the
power allocation optimization for predefined NOMA clustering and CoMP scheduling policies. It
is noteworthy that the convergence speed of the power allocation optimization alone for a fixed θ
and x would be faster than the joint optimization algorithm, which imposes additional auxiliary
variables and constraints due to the series of transformations discussed in Subsection III-A2.
However, the gaps between the convergence speed of our proposed algorithm and benchmark
are pretty low and negligible compared to the performance gaps.
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Fig. 6. Impact of SLA and number of users on users sum-rate in the UNC-based SV-CoMP-NOMA system.
C. Impact of Number of Users and Service Level Agreements
Fig. 6 investigates the impact of number of users on the system performance for different
SLAs in the UNC-based SV-CoMP-NOMA system6. From Fig. 6(a), it can be observed that for
smaller order of number of users, increasing the number of users improves the users sum-rate.
This is due to the fact that when the number of users is small enough, the network can efficiently
exploit the multi-user diversity. However, when the number of users keeps increasing, the system
needs to allocate its resources to a larger number of users with poor channel conditions, due
to the SLA constraints in (8b). The performance loss due to the restriction of the flexibility
of resource allocation is dominant compared to the multi-user diversity gain, when the number
of users is large enough. As a result, this increment leads to sum-rate degradation shown in
6(a), specifically when the number of users is large enough. Inversely, in Fig. 6(b), we show
6Our proposed LNC model is a special case of UNC. Therefore, SLAs have the same impact in both the UNC and LNC
schemes. To avoid duplicated presentations, we present the impact of SLAs on only the UNC model.
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Fig. 7. Sum-rate of users vs. number of users per femto-cell for different schemes with/without CoMP and WNV, when
Rrsvv = 8 Mbps.
the impact of SLA on users sum-rate for different number of users. According to the above
discussions, increasing Rrsvv degrades the users sum-rate. However, when the number of users is
small enough, SLA has not a significant impact on the users sum-rate. Actually, the impact of
SLA would be more crucial for larger number of users.
D. Effect of WNV and CoMP on the UNC and LNC Schemes
Fig. 7 shows the impact of the number of users in different scenarios with/without WNV and
CoMP in UNC and LNC. It can be observed that UNC always outperforms LNC in terms of
sum-rate of users, due to the reasons presented in Subsection IV-B. In the non-CoMP systems,
since each user is associated to only one cell, the global NOMA cluster of users is equal to their
local NOMA clusters. Hence, the performance of UNC and LNC is the same.
From Fig. 7, it can be observed that applying WNV to multi-infrastructure CoMP-NOMA
systems would result in a performance gain up to 65%. This significant performance gain is
achieved due to the following two unique advantages of WNV: 1) Providing multi-connectivity
opportunity for users who are not scheduled for joint transmission of CoMP (e.g., strong users);
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2) Providing multiple joint transmissions of CoMP from nearby VBSs over orthogonal bands
(e.g., weak users). The first advantage has more impact on maximizing users sum-rate, and
the second one can improve fairness among users. Besides, applying CoMP to the virtualized
multi-infrastructure NOMA systems would result in a performance gain near to 37%.
E. SIC Complexity of UNC and LNC Schemes
The SIC complexity at each user is directly proportional to the number of NOMA users
decoded and canceled by that user (called order of NOMA cluster) over the shared wireless band.
Different metrics could be considered as SIC complexity cost of users. Here, we consider the
following two metrics: 1) SIC energy consumption; 2) Complexity of users hardware for decoding
and canceling signals of multiple users in a NOMA cluster. The SIC energy consumption at each
user corresponds to the total number of users decoded and canceled by that user. Therefore, we
consider the total number of users decoded and canceled by each user as SIC energy consumption
of that user. In this paper, we consider a simplified NOMA-layer metric as SIC complexity
of users, where the SIC complexity is evaluated by the order of NOMA clusters [12], [13],
[15]. The total number of users decoded and canceled by user k in UNC and LNC can be
obtained by
∑
i∈I
|Φi,k|, and
∑
i∈I
∑
b∈Bi
xi,b,k|ΦCelli,b,k|, respectively. The complexity of users hardware
for performing SIC is directly proportional to the maximum number of users decoded and
canceled by that user among orthogonal bands. Therefore, we consider this metric as complexity
of users hardware for performing SIC. The maximum number of users decoded and canceled by
user k in UNC and LNC can be obtained by max
i∈I
|Φi,k|, and max
i∈I
∑
b∈Bi
xi,b,k|ΦCelli,b,k|, respectively.
It is noteworthy that for the non-virtualized CoMP-NOMA system, the total and maximum
number of users is equal, since each user is assigned to only one InP. In other word, each user
forms only one NOMA cluster, and subsequently we have
∑
i∈I
|Φi,k| = max
i∈I
|Φi,k| in UNC, and∑
i∈I
∑
b∈Bi
xi,b,k|ΦCelli,b,k| = max
i∈I
∑
b∈Bi
xi,b,k|ΦCelli,b,k| in LNC.
Fig. 8 demonstrates the average complexity costs of performing SIC at each user in two
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Fig. 8. Average total/maximum number of users decoded and canceled by each NOMA user vs. number of users per femto-cell
for the UNC and LNC schemes in CoMP-NOMA systems with/without WNV.
users energy consumption and users hardware metrics described in above. As shown, increasing
the number of users inherently increases the size of NOMA clusters in single-carrier NOMA
systems. In this way, the number of decoded and canceled users increases shown in Fig. 8.
Despite the huge potential of WNV in improving users sum-rate in multi-infrastructure CoMP-
NOMA systems (shown in Fig. 7), this technology inherently increases the number of NOMA
clusters at each user. This is due to breaking of isolation among InPs by WNV resulting in
multiple NOMA clusters for each user over orthogonal frequency bands. From Fig. 8, it can be
observed that WNV inherently increases the SIC complexity of users nearly 168% and 307%
in LNC and UNC schemes, respectively. As a result, SIC complexity is more challenging in
the SV-CoMP-NOMA system compared to the non-virtualized one, specifically for the larger
number of users. More importantly, it can be observed that our proposed LNC has a reduced SIC
complexity up to 45% compared to UNC. However, the order of NOMA clusters are still large,
due to the single-carrier nature of our system (at each InP). To overcome this issue, the multi-
carrier technology can be introduced on SV-CoMP-NOMA [13], [15], where each sub-band is
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shared among a limited number of users in a cell. By adopting this technology to LNC, the
order of NOMA clusters will be reduced to the NOMA systems without CoMP. However, the
multi-carrier systems inherently increase the computational complexity of the central controller
on the order of number of sub-bands. The trade-off between the computational complexity of
the central controller and the users SIC complexity could be considered as a future work.
F. Optimality Gap: Algorithm Performance vs. Computational Complexity
As mentioned before, the complexity of our globally optimal solution based on monotonic
program is still exponential on the number of optimization variables. Here, we first discuss
about the computational complexity of our proposed SCA algorithms. Suppose that we solve the
convex approximated form of the UNC problem at SCA iteration i by using the barrier method
with inner Newton’s method to achieve an -suboptimal solution. The number of barrier (outer)
iterations required to achieve m
t
= -suboptimality is exactly Υi = d log(m/(t
(0)))
log µ
e, where m is
the total number of inequality constraints, t(0) is the initial accuracy parameter for approximating
the functions in inequality constraints in standard form, and µ is the step size for updating the
accuracy parameter t [32]. The number of inner Newton’s iterations depends on µ and how good
is the initial points at each barrier iteration. [32]. If the SCA algorithm converges to a locally
optimal solution after κ iterations, the total number of barrier iterations is
κ∑
i=1
Υi.
Fig. 9 shows sum-rate of users versus maximum power of FBSs in UNC and LNC with our
proposed globally and locally optimal solutions. In this simulation, due to the high computational
complexity of the monotonic optimization, we consider a small scale network [27] with one InP
including a single MBS and 2 FBSs in coordinates 0∠0◦, 300∠0◦, and 300∠22.5◦, respectively.
In each femto-cell, we uniformly distribute 2 users [27] (the total number of users is 4) with the
same simulation settings as Subsection IV-A. From Fig. 9, it is shown that the optimality gaps
are less than 7.5% verifying the efficiency of our proposed locally optimal solutions.
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Fig. 9. Sum-rate of users vs. transmit power of each femto-cell for globally and locally optimal algorithms in the UNC and
LNC schemes.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this work, we designed a generalized CoMP-NOMA model, where all the cell-edge and
cell-center users can benefit from joint transmission of CoMP with specific set of CoMP-BSs. In
this model, we devised two NOMA clustering models as UNC and LNC, where UNC performs
SIC to all the potential users with lower SIC orders. Besides, LNC performs SIC to only a
subset of potential users which significantly reduces the SIC complexity at users. Here, we
proposed two globally and locally optimal solutions for the problem of finding joint power
allocation, CoMP scheduling, and NOMA clustering strategies. We also investigated the benefits
and challenges of applying WNV in multi-infrastructure CoMP-NOMA systems. In simulation
results, we observed that our proposed LNC scheme reduces the SIC complexity of users up to
45% compared to UNC. Moreover, it is shown that WNV significantly improves users sum-rate
by breaking isolation among InPs while increasing the number of NOMA clusters at each user.
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APPENDIX A
CANONICAL TRANSFORMATION OF (14)
Observe that (14a) can be equivalently rewritten as q+(θ,p,α)−q−(θ,p,α), wherein q+(θ,p,α)
and q−(θ,p,α) are increasing in all optimization variables and given by
q+(θ,p,α) =
∑
v∈V
∑
k∈Kv
ωv
∑
i∈I
Wi log2
(
IUNC,INIi,k + Iˆ
UNC,ICI
i,k +N0Wi + si,k
)
, (15)
and
q−(θ,p,α) =
∑
v∈V
∑
k∈Kv
ωv
∑
i∈I
Wi log2
(
IUNC,INIi,k + Iˆ
UNC,ICI
i,k +N0Wi
)
. (16)
Then, we define pmax = {pmaski,b,k},∀i, b, k, θmax = {θmaski,b,k },∀i, b, k, and αmax = {αmaski,k,k′},∀i, k, k′ 6=
k, where pmaski,b,k , θ
mask
i,b,k , and α
mask
i,k,k′ are the maximum possible values that pi,b,k, θi,b,k, and αi,k,k′
can take. Next, we define a new auxiliary variable s0 = q−(θmax,pmax,αmax) − q−(θ,p,α).
Accordingly, (14) can be rewritten as
max
θ,p,α,s0
q+(θ,p,α) + s0 (17a)
s.t. (8c), (8d), (8f), (10)-(12), (14b), (14c),
0 ≤ s0 + q−(θ,p,α) ≤ q−(θmax,pmax,αmax), (17b)
0 ≤ s0 ≤ q−(θmax,pmax,αmax)− q−(0i,b,k,0i,b,k,0i,k,k′). (17c)
Problem (17) is not a monotonic problem, due to constraints (10), (14b), and (14c). Constraint
(10) can be equivalently rewritten as the following single constraint min
i∈I,b∈Bi,
k∈K
[
c1+i,b,k(θ)− c1−i,b,k(θ)
] ≥
0, where c1+i,b,k(θ) = θ
2
i,b,k and c
1−
i,b,k(θ) = θi,b,k. The latter constraint is equivalent to
min
i∈I,b∈Bi,
k∈K
[
c1+i,b,k(θ)−
(∑
i∈I
∑
b∈Bi
∑
k∈K
c1−i,b,k(θ)−
∑
i∈I
∑
b∈Bi
∑
k′∈K,
k′ 6=k
c1−i,b,k′(θ)
)]
=
min
i∈I,b∈Bi,
k∈K
[
c1+i,b,k(θ) +
∑
i∈I
∑
b∈Bi
∑
k′∈K,
k′ 6=k
c1−i,b,k′(θ)
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
c1+(θ)
−
∑
i∈I
∑
b∈Bi
∑
k∈K
c1−i,b,k(θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
c1−(θ)
≥ 0, (18)
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which is the difference of two increasing functions c1+(θ) and c1−(θ). Similarly, by introducing
a new auxiliary variable s1, (17) can be rewritten as
max
θ,p,α,s0,s1
q+(θ,p,α) + s0 (19a)
s.t. (8c), (8d), (8f), (11), (12), (14b), (14c), (17b), (17c),
0 ≤ s1 + c1−(θ) ≤ c1−(θmax), (19b)
0 ≤ s1 ≤ c1−(θmax)− c1−(0i,b,k), (19c)
s1 + c
1+(θ) ≥ c1−(θmax). (19d)
Similar to (10), constraints (14b) and (14c) can be equivalently transformed into the difference
of two increasing functions. After adopting this method to (14b) and (14c), the problem (19)
can be reformulated as
max
θ,p,α,s0,s1,s2,s3
q+(θ,p,α) + s0 (20a)
s.t. (8c), (8d), (8f), (11), (12), (17b), (17c), (19b)-(19d),
0 ≤ s2 + c2−(θ,p,α) ≤ c2−(θmax,pmax,αmax), (20b)
0 ≤ s2 ≤ c2−(θmax,pmax,αmax)− c2−(0i,b,k,0i,b,k,0i,k,k′), (20c)
s2 + c
2+(θ,p,α) ≥ c2−(θmax,pmax,αmax), (20d)
0 ≤ s3 + c3−(θ,p,α) ≤ c3−(θmax,pmax,αmax), (20e)
0 ≤ s3 ≤ c3−(θmax,pmax,αmax)− c3−(0i,b,k,0i,b,k,0i,k,k′), (20f)
s3 + c
3+(θ,p,α) ≥ c3−(θmax,pmax,αmax), (20g)
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where c2+(θ,p,α) = min
i∈I,b∈Bi,
k,k′∈K,λi,k>λi,k′
[
sUNCi,k′,k
(
IUNC,INIi,k′ + Iˆ
UNC,ICI
i,k′ +N0Wi
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
c2+
i,k,k′ (θ,p,α)
+
∑
i∈I
∑
b∈Bi
∑
j∈K,
j 6=k
∑
j′∈K,
j′ 6=k′
si,j′ min
{∑
b∈Bi
θi,b,jθi,b,j′ , 1
}(
IUNC,INIi,j′,j + Iˆ
UNC,ICI
i,j′,j +N0Wi
)]
,︸ ︷︷ ︸
c2−
i,b,k,k′ (θ,p,α)
c2−(θ,p,α) =
∑
i∈I
∑
b∈Bi
∑
k∈K
∑
k′∈K
c2−i,b,k,k′(θ,p,α),
c3+(θ,p,α) = min
k∈K
[∑
i∈I
Wi log2
(
IUNC,INIi,k + Iˆ
UNC,ICI
i,k +N0Wi + si,k
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
c3+k (θ,p,α)
+
∑
j∈K
j 6=k
∑
i∈I
Wi log2
(
IUNC,INIi,j + Iˆ
UNC,ICI
i,j +N0Wi
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
c3−k (θ,p,α)
]
, and c3−(θ,p,α) =
∑
v∈V
∑
k∈Kv
c3−k (θ,p,α) +R
rsv
v .
In the following, we prove that (20) is a monotonic optimization problem in canonical form.
At first, observe that the objective function (20a) is monotonic in (θ,p,α, s0, s1, s2, s3). Then, to
show that the feasible set of (20) is an intersection of the normal and co-normal sets (according
to Definitions 3-5 in [27]), for any (θ,p,α) in the feasible set of (20), we have
q−(0i,b,k,0i,b,k,0i,k,k′) ≤ q−(θ,p,α), (21)
c1−(0i,b,k) ≤ c1−(θ), (22)
c2−(0i,b,k,0i,b,k,0i,k,k′) ≤ c2−(θ,p,α), (23)
and
c3−(0i,b,k,0i,b,k,0i,k,k′) ≤ c3−(θ,p,α). (24)
To this end, the feasible set of (20) can be written as the intersection of the following two sets
as
S =
{
(θ,p,α, s0, s1, s2, s3) : θ  θmax, p  pmax,α  αmax, (8c), (8d), (11), (17b), (17c),
(19b), (19c), (20b), (20c), (20e), (20f)
}
, (25)
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and
Sc =
{
(θ,p,α, s0, s1, s2, s3) : θ  0, p  0, α  0, (12), (19d), (20d), (20g)
}
. (26)
All the constraint sets in (25) and (26) are monotonic and continuous (because of employing
again (21) and Proposition 2 in [27]), resulting S and Sc in (25) and (26) are normal and
co-normal sets, respectively in the hyper-rectangle given by
[0,θmax]× [0,pmax]× [0,αmax]×
[
0, c1−(θmax)− c1−(0i,b,k)
]× [0, c2−(θmax,pmax,αmax)−
c2−(0i,b,k,0i,b,k,0i,k,k′)
]× [0, c3−(θmax,pmax,αmax)− c3−(0i,b,k,0i,b,k,0i,k,k′)]×[
0, q−(θmax,pmax,αmax)− q−(0i,b,k,0i,b,k,0i,k,k′)
]
. (27)
Thus, (20) fulfills Definition 5 in [27] and the proof is completed. The transformed monotonic
optimization problem in canonical form can be easily solved by using the poly block and branch-
reduce-and-bound algorithms [21], [27].
APPENDIX B
EQUIVALENT TRANSFORMATION OF (8)
To tackle the combinatorial nature of (8), we first relax (8e) by using (10) [21]. Then, we
replace the term min
{ ∑
b∈Bi
θi,b,kθi,b,k′ , 1
}
in (2) with a new auxiliary variable αi,k,k′ ∈ [0, 1] by
adding the following linear constraints:
βi,b,k,k′ ≤ θi,b,k + θi,b,k′
2
, 0 ≤ βi,b,k,k′ ≤ 1, (28)
αi,k,k′ ≤
∑
b∈Bi
βi,b,k,k′ , (29)
αi,k,k′ ≥ max
b∈Bi
{θi,b,k + θi,b,k′ − 1}, 0 ≤ αi,k,k′ ≤ 1, (30)
in which the binary variable βi,b,k,k′ is added to tackle the binary bilinear product θi,b,kθi,b,k′ .
According to the above transformations, (8) can be rewritten as
max
θ,p,α,β
∑
v∈V
∑
k∈Kv
ωvrˆ
UNC
k (31a)
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s.t. (8c), (8d), (8f), (10), (28)-(30),
sUNCi,k′,k
IˆUNC,INIi,k′,k + Iˆ
UNC,ICI
i,k′,k +N0Wi
≥ αi,k,k′ γˆUNCi,k′ , ∀i ∈ I, k, k′ ∈ K, λi,k > λi,k′ , (31b)
rˆUNCk ≥ Rrsvv ,∀v ∈ V , k ∈ Kv, (31c)
where α = [αi,k,k′ ], β = [βi,b,k,k′ ], and
γˆUNCi,k =
si,k
IˆUNC,INIi,k + Iˆ
UNC,ICI
i,k +N0Wi
, (32)
in which IˆUNC,INIi,k =
∑
k′∈K,
λi,k′>λi,k
αi,k,k′
∑
b∈Bi
θi,b,k′pi,b,k′hi,b,k, IˆUNC,ICIi,k =
∑
k′∈K,
k′ 6=k
(1−αi,k,k′)
∑
b∈Bi
θi,b,k′pi,b,k′hi,b,k,
IˆUNC,INIi,k′,k =
∑
k′′∈K,
λi,k′′>λi,k′
αi,k′,k′′
∑
b∈Bi
θi,b,k′′pi,b,k′′hi,b,k, IˆUNC,ICIi,k′,k =
∑
k′′∈K,
k′′ 6=k′
(1−αi,k′,k′′)
∑
b∈Bi
θi,b,k′′pi,b,k′′hi,b,k,
and rˆUNCk =
∑
i∈I
Wirˆ
UNC,SE
i,k , in which rˆ
UNC,SE
i,k = log2
(
1 + γˆUNCi,k
)
. Problem (31) cannot be directly
solved by the SCA algorithm yet, due to the multiplications of θ, p, and α (please see (32)),
and fractional constraint (31b). In this regard, we first substitute the product term θi,b,kpi,b,k with
p˜i,b,k by imposing the following constraints [21]:
p˜i,b,k ≤ θi,b,kPmaxi,b , p˜i,b,k ≤ pi,b,k, p˜i,b,k ≥ pi,b,k − (1− θi,b,k)Pmaxi,b . (33)
After these transformations, we substitute αi,k,k′ p˜i,b,k′ and (1 − αi,k,k′)p˜i,b,k′ with qi,b,k′,k and
q¯i,b,k′,k, respectively by adding the following constraints:
qi,b,k′,k ≤ αi,k,k′Pmaxi,b , qi,b,k′,k ≤ p˜i,b,k′ , qi,b,k′,k ≥ p˜i,b,k′ − (1− αi,k,k′)Pmaxi,b , (34)
q¯i,b,k′,k ≤ (1− αi,k,k′)Pmaxi,b , q¯i,b,k′,k ≤ p˜i,b,k′ , q¯i,b,k′,k ≥ p˜i,b,k′ − (1− (1− αi,k,k′))Pmaxi,b , (35)
According to the above transformations, γˆUNCi,k in (32) can be rewritten as
γ˜UNCi,k =
∑
b∈Bi
p˜i,b,khi,b,k
I˜UNC,INIi,k + I˜
UNC,ICI
i,k +N0Wi
, (36)
in which I˜UNC,INIi,k =
∑
k′∈K,
λi,k′>λi,k
∑
b∈Bi
qi,b,k′,khi,b,k, I˜UNC,ICIi,k =
∑
k′∈K,
k′ 6=k
∑
b∈Bi
q¯i,b,k′,khi,b,k. Moreover, (31b)
can be rewritten as∑
b∈Bi
p˜i,b,k′hi,b,k
I˜UNC,INIi,k′,k + I˜
UNC,ICI
i,k′,k +N0Wi
≥
∑
b∈Bi
qi,b,k′,khi,b,k′
I˜UNC,INIi,k′ + I˜
UNC,ICI
i,k′ +N0Wi
, ∀i ∈ I, k, k′ ∈ K, λi,k > λi,k′ , (37)
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where I˜UNC,INIi,k′,k =
∑
k′′∈K,
λi,k′′>λi,k′
∑
b∈Bi
qi,b,k′′,k′hi,b,k, and I˜UNC,ICIi,k′,k =
∑
k′′∈K,
k′′ 6=k′
∑
b∈Bi
q¯i,b,k′′,k′hi,b,k. Thus, (31)
can be transformed into the following problem as
max
ϑ
∑
v∈V
∑
k∈Kv
ωvr˜
UNC
k (38a)
s.t. (8c), (8d), (8f), (10), (28)-(30), (33)-(35), (37),
r˜UNCk ≥ Rrsvv , ∀v ∈ V , k ∈ Kv, (38b)
where r˜UNCk =
∑
i∈I
Wir˜
UNC,SE
i,k in which r˜
UNC,SE
i,k = log2
(
1 + γ˜UNCi,k
)
. Moreover, to ease of con-
venience, we denote q = [qi,b,k′,k], q¯ = [q¯i,b,k′,k], p˜ = [p˜i,b,k], and ϑ = [θ,p,α,β, q, q¯, p˜].
Problem (38) is still nonconvex, due to the nonconcavity of the objective function in (38a), and
nonconvexity of constraints (10), (37), and (38b). To handle (10), we use the penalty factor
approach, where for a sufficiently large constant η  1, (38) can be equivalently transformed
into the following problem [21]:
max
ϑ
∑
v∈V
∑
k∈Kv
ωvr˜
UNC
k − η
(∑
i∈I
∑
b∈Bi
∑
k∈K
θi,b,k − θ2i,b,k
)
(39a)
s.t. (8c), (8d), (8f), (28)-(30), (33)-(35), (37), (38b),
0 ≤ θi,b,k ≤ 1. (39b)
In fact, η acts as a penalty factor for the objective function to penalize the cost term
(
θi,b,k − θ2i,b,k
)
in (39a). The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof presented in the appendix of [21].
The resulting problem (39) is still nonconvex, due to the nonconcavity of the SINR function
in (37), (38b), and (39a), and also the term θ2i,b,k in (39a). In contrast to prior works [21], [23],
[26], [30], we cannot directly apply the SCA algorithm with DC programming to solve (39),
since (37) cannot be transformed into a linear constraint. This is because, in CoMP-NOMA
systems, multiple signal powers are summed-up at a CoMP-user. This summation is appeared in
the numerator of the SINR functions in the SIC constraint (37). To tackle this, we first transform
(37) into the difference of two concave functions as
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log2
(
I˜UNC,INIi,k′,k + I˜
UNC,ICI
i,k′,k +N0Wi +
∑
b∈Bi
p˜i,b,k′hi,b,k
)
+ log2
(
I˜UNC,INIi,k′ + I˜
UNC,ICI
i,k′ +N0Wi
)
−log2
(
I˜UNC,INIi,k′ + I˜
UNC,ICI
i,k′ +N0Wi +
∑
b∈Bi
qi,b,k′,khi,b,k′
)
−log2
(
I˜UNC,INIi,k′,k + I˜
UNC,ICI
i,k′,k +N0Wi
)
≥ 0,
∀i ∈ I, k, k′ ∈ K, λi,k > λi,k′ . (40)
Problem (39) can thus be rewritten as
max
ϑ
∑
v∈V
∑
k∈Kv
ωvr˜
UNC
k − η
(∑
i∈I
∑
b∈Bi
∑
k∈K
θi,b,k − θ2i,b,k
)
(41a)
s.t. (8c), (8d), (8f), (28)-(30), (33)-(35), (37), (38b), (39b), (40).
Now, to find a locally optimal solution for the nonconvex problem (8), we can directly apply
the SCA algorithm with DC programming to its equivalent form in (41).
APPENDIX C
SCA WITH DC PROGRAMMING FOR SOLVING (41)
To tackle the nonconcavity of the rate function in (41a) and (38b), we first define r˜UNC,SEi,k (q, q¯, p˜)
as the difference of two concave functions as r˜UNC,SEi,k (q, q¯, p˜) = f
UNC
i,k (q, q¯, p˜)−gUNCi,k (q, q¯), where
fUNCi,k (q, q¯, p˜) = log2
(
I˜UNC,INIi,k + I˜
UNC,ICI
i,k +N0Wi +
∑
b∈Bi
p˜i,b,khi,b,k
)
, (42)
and
gUNCi,k (q, q¯) = log2
(
I˜UNC,INIi,k + I˜
UNC,ICI
i,k +N0Wi
)
. (43)
Note that r˜UNC,SEi,k is concave with respect to p˜. Then, at each iteration l, the term g
UNC
i,k (q
(l), q¯(l))
is approximated to its first order Taylor series approximation around (q(l−1), q¯(l−1)) as
gUNCi,k (q
(l), q¯(l)) ≈ gUNCi,k
(
q(l−1), q¯(l−1)
)
+∇qgUNCi,k
(
q(l−1), q¯(l−1)
) (
q(l) − q(l−1))+
∇q¯gUNCi,k
(
q(l−1), q¯(l−1)
) (
q¯(l) − q¯(l−1)) , (44)
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where the gradient functions ∇qgUNCi,k (q, q¯) and ∇q¯gUNCi,k (q, q¯) are defined, respectively as fol-
lows:
∇qgUNCi,k (q, q¯) =

hi,b,k
(ln 2)(I˜UNC,INIi,k +I˜
UNC,ICI
i,k +N0Wi)
, ∀λi,k′ > λi,k, b ∈ Bi;
0, otherwise,
(45)
∇q¯gUNCi,k (q, q¯) =

hi,b,k
(ln 2)(I˜UNC,INIi,k +I˜
UNC,ICI
i,k +N0Wi)
, ∀k′ ∈ K \ {k}, b ∈ Bi;
0, otherwise.
(46)
Therefore, at each iteration l, r˜UNC,SEi,k (q
(l), q¯(l), p˜(l)) is approximated by
ˆ˜rUNC,SEi,k (q
(l), q¯(l), p˜(l)) ≈ fUNCi,k (q(l), q¯(l), p˜(l))− gUNCi,k
(
q(l−1), q¯(l−1)
)−∇qgUNCi,k (q(l−1), q¯(l−1))(
q(l) − q(l−1))−∇q¯gUNCi,k (q(l−1), q¯(l−1)) (q¯(l) − q¯(l−1)) . (47)
Similarly, to handle the nonconvexity of (40), at each iteration l, we approximate T 1i,b,k′,k(q, q¯) =
log2
(
I˜UNC,INIi,k′ + I˜
UNC,ICI
i,k′ +N0Wi +
∑
b∈Bi
qi,b,k′,khi,b,k′
)
and T 2i,b,k′,k(q, q¯) = log2
(
I˜UNC,INIi,k′,k +I˜
UNC,ICI
i,k′,k +
N0Wi
)
to affine functions as follows:
Tˆ 1i,b,k′,k(q
(l), q¯(l)) ≈ T 1i,b,k′,k
(
q(l−1), q¯(l−1)
)
+∇qT 1i,b,k′,k
(
q(l−1), q¯(l−1)
) (
q(l) − q(l−1))+
∇q¯T 1i,b,k′,k
(
q(l−1), q¯(l−1)
) (
q¯(l) − q¯(l−1)) , (48)
in which
∇qT 1i,b,k′,k (q, q¯) =

2hi,b,k′
(ln 2)
(
2
T1
i,b,k′,k(q,q¯)
) , ∀λi,k′′ > λi,k′ , b ∈ Bi;
hi,b,k′
(ln 2)
(
2
T1
i,b,k′,k(q,q¯)
) , ∀λi,k′ > λi,k′′ , b ∈ Bi;
0, otherwise,
(49)
and
∇q¯T 1i,b,k′,k (q, q¯) =

hi,b,k′
(ln 2)
(
2
T1
i,b,k′,k(q,q¯)
) , ∀k′′ ∈ K \ {k′}, b ∈ Bi;
0, otherwise.
(50)
In addition,
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Tˆ 2i,b,k′,k(q
(l), q¯(l)) ≈ T 2i,b,k′,k
(
q(l−1), q¯(l−1)
)
+∇qT 2i,b,k′,k
(
q(l−1), q¯(l−1)
) (
q(l) − q(l−1))+
∇q¯T 2i,b,k′,k
(
q(l−1), q¯(l−1)
) (
q¯(l) − q¯(l−1)) , (51)
where
∇qT 2i,b,k′,k (q, q¯) =

hi,b,k
(ln 2)
(
2
T2
i,b,k′,k(q,q¯)
) , ∀λi,k′′ > λi,k′ , b ∈ Bi;
0, otherwise,
(52)
and
∇q¯T 2i,b,k′,k (q, q¯) =

hi,b,k
(ln 2)
(
2
T2
i,b,k′,k(q,q¯)
) , ∀k′′ ∈ K \ {k′}, b ∈ Bi;
0, otherwise.
(53)
Similar to (47), (48), and (51), at each iteration l, the nonconcave term T 3i,b,k = θ
2
i,b,k in (41a) is
approximated to its first order Taylor series as
Tˆ 3i,b,k(θ
(l)) ≈ T 3i,b,k(θ(l−1)) +∇θT 3i,b,k(θ(l−1))
(
θ(l) − θ(l−1)
)
, (54)
where ∇θT 3i,b,k = 2θi,b,k. According to (47), (48), (51), and (54), the convex approximated
problem of (41) is given by
max
ϑ
∑
v∈V
∑
k∈Kv
ωv
∑
i∈I
Wi ˆ˜r
UNC,SE
i,k − η
(∑
i∈I
∑
b∈Bi
∑
k∈K
θi,b,k − Tˆ 3i,b,k
)
(55a)
s.t. (8c), (8d), (8f), (28)-(30), (33)-(35), (39b),∑
i∈I
ˆ˜rUNC,SEi,k ≥ Rrsvv ,∀v ∈ V , k ∈ Kv, (55b)
log2
(
I˜UNC,INIi,k′,k + I˜
UNC,ICI
i,k′,k +N0Wi +
∑
b∈Bi
p˜i,b,k′hi,b,k
)
+ log2
(
I˜UNC,INIi,k′ + I˜
UNC,ICI
i,k′ +N0Wi
)
− T 1i,b,k′,k − T 2i,b,k′,k ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ I, k, k′ ∈ K, λi,k > λi,k′ . (55c)
At each iteration l, the convex optimization problem (55) can be solved by using the standard
convex optimization solvers such as Lagrange dual method, interior point methods, or standard
optimization software CVX [21], [23], [26], [30].
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APPENDIX D
CONVERGENCE OF THE PROPOSED SCA ALGORITHM FOR SOLVING (41)
In order to prove that the proposed SCA algorithm converges to a locally optimal solution,
we first note that the gradients of gUNCi,k (q, q¯), Tˆ
1
i,b,k′,k(q
(l), q¯(l)), Tˆ 2i,b,k′,k(q
(l), q¯(l)), and Tˆ 3i,b,k(θ
(l))
are indeed their supergradients meaning that at each iteration l, for any feasible point ϑ(l), we
have
gUNCi,k (q
(l), q¯(l)) ≤ gUNCi,k
(
q(l−1), q¯(l−1)
)
+∇qgUNCi,k
(
q(l−1), q¯(l−1)
) (
q(l) − q(l−1))+
∇q¯gUNCi,k
(
q(l−1), q¯(l−1)
) (
q¯(l) − q¯(l−1)) , (56)
Tˆ 1i,b,k′,k(q
(l), q¯(l)) ≤ T 1i,b,k′,k
(
q(l−1), q¯(l−1)
)
+∇qT 1i,b,k′,k
(
q(l−1), q¯(l−1)
) (
q(l) − q(l−1))+
∇q¯T 1i,b,k′,k
(
q(l−1), q¯(l−1)
) (
q¯(l) − q¯(l−1)) , (57)
Tˆ 2i,b,k′,k(q
(l), q¯(l)) ≤ T 2i,b,k′,k
(
q(l−1), q¯(l−1)
)
+∇qT 2i,b,k′,k
(
q(l−1), q¯(l−1)
) (
q(l) − q(l−1))+
∇q¯T 2i,b,k′,k
(
q(l−1), q¯(l−1)
) (
q¯(l) − q¯(l−1)) , (58)
Tˆ 3i,b,k(θ
(l)) ≤ T 3i,b,k(θ(l−1)) +∇θT 3i,b,k(θ(l−1))
(
θ(l) − θ(l−1)
)
. (59)
According to (56)-(59), it can be easily shown that the optimal solution of (55) remains in the
feasible region of (41) which is equivalent to (8). Moreover, according to (56) and (59), for any
optimal solution (θ∗(l), q∗(l), q¯∗(l), p˜∗(l)), it is concluded that at each iteration l, the following
inequality holds:
∑
v∈V
∑
k∈Kv
ωv
∑
i∈I
Wir˜
UNC,SE
i,k (q
∗(l), q¯∗(l), p˜∗(l))− η
(∑
b∈Bi
∑
k∈K
θ
∗(l)
i,b,k − T 3i,b,k(θ∗(l))
)
≥
∑
v∈V
∑
k∈Kv
ωv
∑
i∈I
Wi ˆ˜r
UNC,SE
i,k (q
∗(l), q¯∗(l), p˜∗(l))− η
(∑
b∈Bi
∑
k∈K
θ
∗(l)
i,b,k − Tˆ 3i,b,k(θ∗(l))
)
. (60)
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According to the fact that at each iteration l, ϑ∗(l) is the globally optimal solution of the convex
problem (55) which is in the feasible region of (41), it can be concluded that
∑
v∈V
∑
k∈Kv
ωv
∑
i∈I
Wi ˆ˜r
UNC,SE
i,k (q
∗(l), q¯∗(l), p˜∗(l))− η
(∑
b∈Bi
∑
k∈K
θ
∗(l)
i,b,k − Tˆ 3i,b,k(θ∗(l))
)
= max
ϑ
∑
v∈V
∑
k∈Kv
ωv
∑
i∈I
Wi ˆ˜r
UNC,SE
i,k (q
(l), q¯(l), p˜(l))− η
(∑
b∈Bi
∑
k∈K
θ
(l)
i,b,k − Tˆ 3i,b,k(θ(l))
)
≥
∑
v∈V
∑
k∈Kv
ωv
∑
i∈I
Wi ˆ˜r
UNC,SE
i,k (q
(l−1), q¯(l−1), p˜(l−1))− η
(∑
b∈Bi
∑
k∈K
θ
(l−1)
i,b,k − Tˆ 3i,b,k(θ(l−1))
)
=
∑
v∈V
∑
k∈Kv
ωv
∑
i∈I
Wir˜
UNC,SE
i,k (q
(l−1), q¯(l−1), p˜(l−1))− η
(∑
b∈Bi
Wi
∑
k∈K
θ
(l−1)
i,b,k − T 3i,b,k(θ(l−1))
)
.
(61)
According to (60) and (61), it can be derived that after each SCA iteration, the objective function
(41a) is improved (increased) or remains constant. Therefore, the proposed SCA algorithm with
DC programming converges to a locally optimal solution and the proof is completed.
APPENDIX E
CANONICAL TRANSFORMATION OF (9)
In order to transform (9) into a monotonic-based optimization problem in canonical form,
we first relax θ and x by using the relaxation approach in (10). Then, we substitute the term
(1− θi,b,k) in ILNC,ICIi,k in (6) with θ¯i,b,k by adding the following constraint:
θ¯i,b,k ≥ 1− θi,b,k, 0 ≤ θ¯i,b,k ≤ 1. (62)
In this regard, ILNC,ICIi,k and I
LNC,ICI
i,k′,k in (6) and (7) are substituted with Iˆ
LNC,ICI
i,k =
∑
b∈Bi
xi,b,k
∑
k′∈K,
k′ 6=k
θ¯i,b,k′
∑
b′∈Bi,
b′ 6=b
θi,b′,k′pi,b′,k′hi,b′,k and IˆLNC,ICIi,k′,k =
∑
b∈Bi
xi,b,k′
( ∑
k′′∈K,
k′′ 6=k′
∑
b′∈Bi,
b′ 6=b
θ¯i,b,k′′θi,b′,k′′pi,b′,k′′hi,b′,k
)
, respectively.
Therefore, (9) can be rewritten as
max
θ,x,p,θ¯
∑
v∈V
∑
k∈Kv
ωvrˆ
LNC
k (63a)
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s.t. (4), (5), (8c), (8d), (8f), (10),
sUNCi,k′,k
(
ILNC,INIi,k′ + Iˆ
LNC,ICI
i,k′ +N0Wi
)− (ILNC,INIi,k′,k + IˆLNC,ICIi,k′,k +N0Wi)xi,b,kθi,b,k′si,k′ ≥ 0,
∀i ∈ I, b ∈ Bi, k, k′ ∈ K, λi,k > λi,k′ , (63b)
rˆLNCk ≥ Rrsvv , ∀v ∈ V , k ∈ Kv, (63c)
xi,b,k ≤ x2i,b,k, 0 ≤ xi,b,k ≤ 1, (63d)
where rˆLNCk =
∑
i∈I
Wi log2
(
1 +
si,k
IˆLNC,INIi,k +Iˆ
LNC,ICI
i,k +N0Wi
)
, and θ¯ = [θ¯i,b,k]. Problem (63) is not yet
a monotonic optimization problem in canonical form, because of the objective function (63a)
and constraints (10), (63b)-(63d). To tackle the non-monotonicity of (10) and (63d), we apply
a similar transformation method that is used in (18) and constraints (19b)-(19d). Moreover, for
the non-monotonic constraints (63b) and (63c), we apply a similar method to the approach used
in constraint sets (20b)-(20d) and (20e)-(20g), respectively. In addition, for the non-monotonic
objective function (63a), we apply a similar method that is used in (15)-(17). After adopting
the above steps, the resulting monotonic problem would be canonical which can be optimally
solved by using the poly block or branch-reduce-and-bound algorithms [27]. In order to avoid
duplicated discussions, the canonical form of (63) is not mathematically formulated here.
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